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The Making of Labor's Democracy

William Jennings Bryan, The American Federation of Labor, and Progressive Era Politics

By Julie Greene

Historians have long recognized William Jennings Bryan as the dominant figure in the Democratic Party from 1896 to 1912. However, assessment of his role has been stymied by pervasive perceptions that the Democratic Party was in those years a moribund and reactionary organization, largely overshadowed by progressive Republicans. Recently new scholarship, and especially David Sarasohn's The Party of Reform, has begun to revise this image of the Democrats. In Sarasohn's eyes the Democratic Party transformed itself during these years: from a conservative organization standing for states' rights and limited government, it became by 1912 an effective instrument for political, social, and economic reform.¹

This new interpretation of the Democratic Party is in its infancy and many questions remain unanswered. How exactly did this transformation of the party take place? What dynamics made it possible? This paper will explore the Democratic Party's evolution between 1896 and 1912, with a focus on the ways that the alliance between organized labor and Bryan contributed to the remaking of the Democratic Party. Beginning with his experience in the campaign of 1896, Bryan contributed to the remaking of the Democratic Party. Beginning with his experience in the campaign of 1896, Bryan became convinced that only an alliance between farmers and workers could bring victory to his party. A careful wooing of American labor leaders resulted, an effort that grew particularly strong between 1906 and 1908. Organized labor grew more receptive to political activity for its own reasons during this period. The high point of this alliance came in 1908, when the American Federation of Labor and the Democratic Party shared financial and strategic decisionmaking as they shaped together Bryan's third and last campaign for the U.S. Presidency.

Bryan, the Democrats, and Party Politics

In 1888 James Bryce wrote in The American Commonwealth about the dominant role parties played in American political life, especially as compared to their counterparts in Europe. In the U.S., he wrote, "party association and organization are to the organs of government almost what the motor nerves are to the muscles, sinews, and bones of the human body. They transmit the motive power, they determine the directions in which the organs act."¹ Five years after Bryce, the parties faced a more complex political environment. The nineteenth-century world of partisan politics faded after 1896 as closely contested elections, unwavering party loyalties, and campaign politics based upon mass entertainment all declined. Meanwhile, the parties faced challenges from new sectors as the presidency and independent state bureaucracies grew more influential and as organizations like the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and the American Federation of Labor (AFL) emerged to contest the parties' power. As the major parties began losing many of their traditional supporters during these years, they scrambled to reinvent themselves and adapt to changing political circumstances. Elites in both parties cast an eye across American society, searching for allies, and both groups trained their sights carefully on the American working class.

Historically the Democratic Party stood for local autonomy, a weak central government, and a commitment to individual liberty. Yet from 1896 onwards the party remade itself into the major representative of reform in America, rejected its old affection for laissez-faire policies, and accepted the need for governmental activism.² In 1896 the Democratic Party split apart as conservative Cleveland Democrats and businessmen jumped ship while William Jennings Bryan built a reformist campaign around the issue of free silver. Party leaders spent the next decade locked in a struggle for control. In 1904 eastern conservatives briefly regained dominance over the party, but failed to elect their presidential candidate Alton Parker. Although Roosevelt campaigned in that year as the enemy of the trusts, the Democrats' conservative gold standard candidate still could not win significant business support. After the 1904 returns came in, Bryan and his supporters returned to power within the party. By 1906 Democratic unity was increasing around a program that firmly embraced reform and governmental activism.

Bryan himself was a complex personality. A charismatic demigod to thousands of adoring Americans, to his many opponents (particularly easterners) he was no more than a prairie buffoon, a hick lacking proper manners. One Lincoln woman described
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him decades later to her daughter as "simply the most handsome man I ever saw. He was spellbinding." Theodore Roosevelt, on the other hand, felt that although Bryan was "a kindly, well-meaning man, he is both shallow and a demagog." Yet whatever his personal strengths or weaknesses, Bryan dominated the Democracy in the period after 1896, shaping it into a reform organization capable of winning the White House. The turning point in the Democrats’ long struggle towards political success appears now to have been the years around 1906 and 1908. Despite continued defeats in those years, the Democrats began to gain in popularity and momentum, gradually building up a wave of support that would finally bring victory in 1912.

Historians have often portrayed Bryan as indifferent to political victory, stressing that to him principles mattered more than success. Yet while he certainly opposed the crude opportunism resorted to by many politicians, some contemporaries saw another side of Bryan. Teaching Sunday school in Normal, Nebraska, in 1907, Bryan announced one day that the topic of discussion would be "Success." One clever student, "thinking of Mr. Bryan’s having twice run in vain for the presidency of the United States," proposed that "one’s success should be judged by the effort put forth." But Bryan sharply corrected the boy, declaring that the only measure of success lay in achieving one’s goal. Although Bryan never occupied the White House, he did win his larger ambition: he defeated the conservatives in his party and remade the Democratic Party into a vehicle for reform.

Bryan’s political philosophy evolved during the early Progressive era to embrace a broad range of reforms. Immediately after the 1904 campaign Bryan wrote that Democrats must abandon their laissez-faire philosophy and accept the need for a stronger, more activist, federal government. A year and a half later, returning from an extended trip abroad that enhanced his reputation at
home, Bryan spelled out his intentions in a riveting speech: "Plutocracy is abhorrent to a republic. . . . The time is ripe for the overthrow of this giant wrong." Stressing the "Jeffersonian doctrine of equal rights to all and special privileges to none" Bryan called for the elimination of monopolies, direct election of senators, an income tax, injunction reform, and most provocatively, government ownership of all railroads. Here was a program that could generate enthusiasm among American workers, one bearing great similarity to the proposals made by William Randolph Hearst’s Independents. Working Americans on the farms and in the factories. And that is precisely what they did. The South, where the legacy of populism and the absence of powerful corporations produced strong support for reform, provided the party’s greatest strength. Yet Southern Democratic progressivism was limited to whites: regional leaders like Josephus Daniels, the influential publisher of the Raleigh (North Carolina) News and Observer, combined a reform spirit with fierce racism. The “Jim Crow Progressivism” practiced by Southern Democrats alienated many Northerners, but the approach was certainly not limited to the South. William Jennings Bryan’s racial outlook, according to historian William Smith, would have been acceptable to any Southern segregationist; as party leader the views of The Peerless One reinforced and propagated the Democracy’s racism.

If the party’s current strength lay with farmers and southerners, its future potential rested in the votes of American workers. Since the debacle of 1896 Bryan had become enamored of a singular dream: Democratic victory would be achieved through a political marriage of workers and farmers. That year the party won farmers’ support but failed to convince northern workers of its virtues. Without strong support from the working class, Democrats would possess little foothold in the country’s industrial centers since business so firmly opposed them. Bryan dutifully supported labor’s goals beginning with his first race against McKinley, but his own penchant to build single-issue campaigns limited his appeal among workers. In 1896, for example, he preached for silver incessantly—even though the Democratic platform included other issues that might appeal more successfully to working-class voters nervous about inflation. In 1900 Bryan’s campaign focused on imperialism: again, an issue that at best failed to address workers’ problems, while at worst it alienated workingmen influenced by the nationalism and jingoism of the day.

Other barriers also loomed over the Democracy’s project to recruit workers behind the party’s banner. Workers’ race, ethnicity, and religion, and the region or city in which they lived all shaped their political preferences. Since the 1896 contest between Bryan and McKinley, the Republican Party had strengthened its hold over the industrialized sections of the North and Middle West, while the Democrats gained in the South. Non-Southern urban workers had provided the Republicans with important gains. Yet in many northern cities Democratic machines continued to claim workers’ loyalties, and throughout the region many workers, particularly recent immigrants and workers of German or Irish descent, remained tied to the Democrats. Protestant workers born to native-born parents were most likely to vote Republican.

Even for those workers inclined to favor the Democrats, the party’s history included several troubling episodes. The worst depression in history up to that time began in 1893 under Democratic President Cleveland, and voters possess exceptionally long memories when it comes to an economic crisis. In 1894 Cleveland deployed an injunction and federal troops to break the Pullman boycott. Furthermore, the rural and Southern roots of the Democratic Party repelled many workers. Although the populist movement appealed to some industrial workers, aspects of the farmers’ movement—such as the cry for silver—failed to excite many others. Building unity between farmers and workers would require gradual change and work at the grassroots level. Some workers likewise resented the visible role Southerners played within the Democratic Party because of the region’s harsh treatment of workers and unions, and in some cases, because of its racist caste structure.

Furthermore, workers inhabited a
complex political universe by 1908, one in which diverse groups competed for their support. Many trade unionists, following decades of advice from pure and simple leaders, disdained party politics altogether. Left-wing syndicalists argued that workers should reject politics, and after 1905 this position found new strength in the Industrial Workers of the World, most of whose leaders embraced an antipolitical syndicalism. The Socialist Party of America, on the other hand, embraced political struggle as an important route to power for the working class. Once again in 1908 Socialists would make a mighty appeal for working-class support, running Eugene Debs for the presidency as well as innumerable candidates at the state and municipal levels. Because of all these factors, an alliance between workers and Democrats at the grassroots level would not emerge easily.

The Emerging Alliance: Labor and the Democrats

The Democrats’ best hope for building an alliance with workingmen turned out to be the American Federation of Labor, the dominant working-class organization in the United States between 1896 and 1917. In these years numerous pressures operated on the AFL, pushing its conservative leaders hesitantly towards political engagement. During the Gilded Age the AFL’s skilled craftsmen divided between four main approaches to politics: socialism, populism, a rejection of any political activity in favor of economic strategies, and “antipartyism,” a strategy that rejected the party system and relied on nonpartisan tactics like lobbying to win specific labor demands. By the end of the nineteenth century the latter political strategy had won a narrow triumph and rose to dominance in the federation. Favoring Gompers and his allies, antipartyism constituted the AFL’s first serious effort to break workers’ ties to both the mainstream and the minor, oppositional parties. It became an essential tool in Gompers’s struggle to control the future of the AFL, uniting a broad coalition of members behind him and pushing Socialists to the margins of the organization. However useful they might be for consolidating Gompers’s power within the labor movement, by the early twentieth century antipartyism and nonpartisan tactics were proving to be ineffective tools for achieving labor’s demands. In these years a more interventionist state and employers’ political activism together halted the expansion of America’s labor movement. The employers’ antilabor social movement, commonly known as the open shop drive, fought unions on the shop floor, in the courts, and in the halls of Congress. Forming an effective alliance with conservatives in the Republican Party, employers organized into the National Association of Manufacturers halted the limited lobbying success enjoyed by AFL leaders. The NAM leaders’ friendly relationship with conservative Republicans such as Speaker of the House Joseph Cannon demonstrated vividly to the AFL that independence from political parties made effective political maneuvering impossible. Thus increasingly after 1903, the AFL leaders grew more interested in exploring an alliance with the Democratic Party. At the same time, the AFL launched an unprecedented mobilization effort, seeking to convince trade unionists to get out and vote for prolabor candidates.

This strategy reached its peak in the elections of 1906 and 1908, and thanks to efforts made by William Jennings Bryan and other Democratic leaders, their party benefitted greatly from labor’s new political engagement. In 1906 the AFL focused its resources on congressional campaigns, and in most cases trade unionists supported Democratic candidates rather than Republicans. Four trade unionists won election to Congress that year, and three of them belonged to the Democratic Party. The friendly relations between labor and the Democrats remained informal, though, until William Jennings Bryan began planning for the 1908 presidential campaign. Over the course of 1908 Bryan began a regular correspondence with Sam Gompers that laid the ground-
work for their alliance. In February of that year the Supreme Court handed down its decision in the case of the Danbury hatters, holding that workers and their unions could be prosecuted under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. This decision constituted an exceedingly grave blow to organized labor. Almost immediately, Bryan wrote Gompers and enclosed an editorial he had written that demonstrated how labor organizations differed from trusts. Through their correspondence Gompers ultimately influenced the Democratic platform for the state of Nebraska, which in turn provided the basis for the 1908 national party platform. That summer, when Bryan began writing the platforms regarding antitrust and injunction reforms in preparation for the national convention, he and Gompers again discussed their formulation.¹⁷

That summer, AFL leaders visited both the Republican and Democratic conventions to request support for labor's chief demands: reforms in laws regarding antitrust prosecution and injunctions. The reception they met with in each case intensified their growing affections for the Democratic Party. At their July convention, Republican Party leaders treated the Federation derivatively, their platform committee refusing to meet with the AFL and offering instead only a ten-minute meeting with a subcommittee. As they walked into the meeting, the AFL officials were shocked to see Republican Party leaders flanked by James Emery, James Van Cleave, and Martin Mulhall of the National Association of Manufacturers. The platform passed by the Republicans provided no support for labor's demands.¹⁸

Weeks later the Democrats graciously welcomed labor to their Denver convention as friends and allies. AFL leaders met with the entire platform committee, of which Alton Parker (who had recently served as an AFL attorney in a critical legal case) was the chairman. After a lengthy discussion the Democrats included most of the AFL's requests in its platform, and Gompers declared himself well satisfied with the planks on the Sherman Act and the injunction. After the party conventions, Gompers publicly and emphatically endorsed the Democratic Party platform and its presidential candidate. And he condemned the Republicans in harsh terms: "The Republican party . . . lines up with the corporate interests of the country and defeats the people to help themselves." The Democrats, on the other hand, endorsed the principles Gompers and his colleagues had struggled towards for years. The masses of workers, Gompers declared, "will rise in sympathy to the Democratic party in the coming elections."¹⁹

In the following weeks the AFL and the Democratic Party transformed their relationship to create an unprecedented and far-reaching alliance. Headed by William Jennings Bryan and his brother, Charles, Democratic leaders initiated the idea of a partnership, seeking to involve AFL leaders in campaign strategizing at every level.²⁰ Their plan revolved around placing a "first class labor man at headquarters" in Chicago to run the Democrats' Labor Bureau. It took a couple of weeks to win over Gompers, but by August 25 the labor chief had agreed the AFL should enter a formal political relationship with the Democratic Party. Accompanied by James O'Connell, Frank Morrison, and organizer Grant Hamilton, Gompers met with Norman Mack, the chairman of the Democratic National Committee (DNC). Together they wrote a formal agreement establishing the basis for cooperation between the Democratic Party and the AFL. This involved, for example, an agreement that the Democratic Party would print and distribute whatever literature the AFL's Labor Representation Committee deemed necessary for communicating its political goals to working people. Furthermore, the agreement stipulated that AFL organizers would personally represent the labor movement within the bowels of Democratic Party bureaucracy. The AFL appointed its top labor men to party headquarters around the country, focusing especially on New York City, Indianapolis, and Chicago, and instructed them to work closely with Democratic Party officials in planning campaign strategy. In addition the AFL suggested several other labor men whom the DNC could send around the country on campaign assignments.

Most important, the agreement noted that all organizers would be supervised by Gompers, not by the Democrats.²¹ William Jennings Bryan centered his 1908 campaign around one question: "Whether the government shall remain a mere business asset of favor-seeking corporations, or be an instrument in the hands of the people for the advancement of the common weal."²² Capping their campaign with the slogan "Shall the People Rule?", Democrats hoped to evoke a Jeffersonian program of political and economic reform. More specifically, they targeted the corrupt use of money in politics, and especially politicians' reliance on money from special interests for winning elections, the indirect election of U.S. Senators as a limitation on democracy, the rules in the U.S. House of Representatives which allowed the Speaker to dominate the House agenda and thus prevent reform, the need for regulation of the trusts, and the rights of labor.

The Democrats' support for workers' rights anchored their new image as the party of reform. Their labor campaign focused almost entirely on two issues: labor's legal rights (the need for an antitrust law and an amendment to the Sherman Anti-Trust Act), and the hostility shown labor by Congress and in particular by Speaker Joseph Cannon. A letter to American workers written by Gompers stated well the central concerns of the AFL-Democratic campaign: "The facts are that the Judiciary, induced by corporations and trusts and protected by the Republican party, is, step by step, destroying government by law and substituting therefor a government by Judges. . . . It is sought to make of the judges irresponsible despots, and by controlling them using this despotism
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in the interest of corporate power.\textsuperscript{23} Bryan also took pains to support other AFL demands, such as a Department of Labor with full cabinet powers.\textsuperscript{24}

Its alliance with the Democratic Party allowed the AFL to launch a much more ambitious campaign than in 1906. Based upon explicit references to campaign literature made by labor and party leaders, we can estimate that they distributed at least five million pieces.\textsuperscript{25}

At the center of labor's campaign stood imagery of the American Revolution. Hamilton sent postcards to individual workers, asking them to enlist as "Minute Men of Labor." Interested trade unionists filled in their names and addresses and answered questions regarding how many pieces of campaign literature they could use (either foreign- or English-language), then mailed the card back to Hamilton. He would then respond with a package of literature and a personal letter thanking the worker for his or her loyalty to the AFL program.

Within half a week of mailing the first postcards Hamilton had collected responses from 100,000 individual workers and from 13,000 secretaries of local unions. A week later the returns remained impressive, as some 200 responses flowed into headquarters each day.\textsuperscript{26} The Democrats and the AFL relied on other tactics as well—sending campaign literature and cartoons to labor newspapers, and mailing out 21,000 copies of the \textit{American Federationist} to barber shops in eleven crucial states, for example—but the "Minute Man" campaign represented their most aggressive attempt to reach local workers through literature.\textsuperscript{27}

Thanks to financial assistance from the Democratic Party, the AFL was able to assign over one hundred organizers to the campaign, and they quickly fanned out across the country. Labor's campaign targeted twenty-two states across the country, but AFL Secretary Frank Morrison wrote in late October that "we have massed our forces" in New York, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, with "a few detachments also in Rhode Island, Connecticut, Maryland, and West Virginia." The New York City bureau, in charge of seven eastern states, placed almost all its resources into winning New York state for Bryan. The national headquarters of the Democratic Labor Bureau in Chicago coordinated activities for the entire country, but it focused its resources on Illinois and Ohio in particular.\textsuperscript{28}
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The Nature and Meaning of the 1908 Campaign

At the height of the 1908 campaign, Pearson's Magazine noted the unusual prominence accorded labor by politicians: "How the orators of all parties praise the workingman in this year of political humility and expectation! How they thunder against his enemies and promise vague redress! How the presidential candidates and the myriad seekers for office smile and smirk, aye, and sometimes grovel in the dust, before the toiler who has a vote?" The Democrats and the AFL leaders wanted to make labor a dominant theme in the 1908 elections, and they succeeded. But their strategy took place amidst a competitive world of national politics. Republicans, Socialists, and rival interest groups like the NAM all jockeyed to influence toilers' votes. In this context the Democrats lost control over the meaning of "labor" as political discourse increasingly revolved around the AFL leaders' activity and their unprecedented relationship to the Democratic Party. What began as a crusade for the rights of labor turned sour as politicians challenged organized labor's right to speak for American workers.

Organized labor's new political prominence and its blossoming partnership with the Democratic Party deeply worried Republican leaders. As Joseph Cannon later described the situation, "None of us knew exactly how powerful Gompers and his crowd might prove." Thus party officials carefully created machinery of their own to recruit working-class votes, forming a labor bureau and organizing Republican clubs among various working-class constituencies. Railroad workers and miners provided important support for the Republican Party. Party officials reached beyond those groups, however, seeking endorsements from any prominent labor official in order to demonstrate the limits of Gompers's authority.

Republicans relied upon two main issues for appealing to workers in 1908. First, they vowed to bring greater economic prosperity and a "full dinner pail" to American workers. The politics of prosperity allowed Republicans to stress their concern for workers at a time when they had rejected organized labor's demands for legal and other reforms. While Democrats attacked plutocracy and the privileges accruing to special interests, Republicans spoke more consolingly of Americans' common interest in economic growth. This theme, premised on class harmony, assumed that workers and their employers shared a common political outlook: both groups asked only that factories run at full production. Thus while Taft charged that Bryan's "election would mean a paralysis of business and a recurrence of disastrous conditions of the last Democratic administration," Roosevelt added that it would bring calamity in particular to wageworkers.

Gradually, however, Republicans focused their campaign strategy on the AFL, attacking its political role and its relationship with the Democratic Party. In the eyes of Republicans, Gompers had promised "to deliver the labor vote" to the Democratic Party. Gompers quickly labelled the charge absurd: "We recognize the absolute right of every citizen to cast his vote for any candidate and with any party that he pleases. Far be it from us to attempt to coerce the votes of the workers, nor are we so assinine as to promise to 'deliver the labor vote.'"

But in the next weeks Republican speakers and newspapers tirelessly repeated this theme, charging Gompers and the AFL with "dictating" to workers, seeking to control their votes, and giving them no voice in deciding labor's political strategy. The accusation also allowed Republicans to taint the Democrats with the scandal of links to special interests. The Denver Post, for example, reprinted an article by open shop activist C. W. Post that declared: "The only trust having the impudence to openly assert that it is going to elect its own trust representatives to public office is the Labor Trust. The election, therefore, will determine whether the Common Citizens retain control of public affairs, or allow the Labor Trust magnates to govern." Even an avowedly Democratic newspaper, the New York Times, picked up this charge. According to its editor, "Popular wrath might well be kindled by the complacent announcement of Mr. Gompers that he has saddled the Democratic donkey, and that it will do his will at the polls as it did at the convention when it adopted his plank.

The AFL leaders found this charge of "delivering the labor vote" significantly damaged their campaign. Organizers repeatedly alerted AFL headquarters that local workers felt troubled by the accusations. As the AFL leaders braced themselves for a "vicious" last two weeks to the campaign, Morrison assessed the problems they faced: "The great effort of the Taft supporters will be . . . to impress upon the minds of the wage workers that their vote is being delivered and to try and create a resentment in their mind against the idea that they are not free agents."

AFL spokesmen, from the highest officials to the organizers in the field, finally found that responding to this charge could be a full-time job. Watching employers and Republican politicians attempt to manipulate workers' voting behavior in their interest, Gompers could barely contain his anger and frustration. Newspapers have criticized the AFL, he wrote, because its president "presumed to advise the workers as to how their interests could be best protected in this campaign. It now becomes clear that this was mostly a howl of rage on the part of those who had always arrogated to themselves the task of advising the toilers how to vote."

Conclusion

Focusing a presidential campaign on workers and their problems thus proved a more challenging task than the Democrats expected. Their very success created complex dynamics that neither Democratic nor AFL leaders could control. Republicans exploited labor's political participation for their own ends,
turning it into a liability more than a benefit for the Democratic campaign. These factors helped William Howard Taft defeat Bryan in 1908. The northeastern states went solidly for Taft, and in this region the AFL possessed the great bulk of its members. Furthermore, voting records suggest that trade unionists in several northeastern and middle-western states—above all in New York, Ohio, and Indiana—did not overwhelmingly support Bryan. In Rhode Island and Connecticut, which possessed a greater proportion of wage earners than any other non-Southern states, Bryan captured a smaller percentage of the vote than had Alton Parker in 1904.37

There were many lessons to be gleaned from the 1908 campaign. In the future, both the Democrats and the AFL shied away from the public partnership they'd attempted that year. While their relationship continued, and with time grew stronger, it would never again be manifested in the sort of visible mobilization effort that had dominated the 1908 campaign. Instead the alliance evolved through more elite and private channels, one in which Democratic and AFL leaders consulted on major decisions but without directly involving their grassroots members.

Yet the remarkable innovations of 1908 pointed to the future in important ways. Labor's unprecedented partnership with the Democratic Party in 1908 had created a campaign centered around workingmen and their problems. By supporting and bolstering the most progressive wing of the Democratic Party, the American Federation of Labor helped the party's leader, William Jennings Bryan, to win control over the Democracy's future. Moreover, support for labor's rights served to bring the conservative and reform wings of the party closer together; given the limited political demands of the AFL, even conservatives like Alton Parker could support them. This allowed the Democrats to embrace an image of reform without alienating more traditional members. In these ways labor played an essential role in transforming the Democrats from the party of states' rights to the party of reform. In the following years the Democratic Party's alliance with organized labor anchored its claim to represent the forces of progressivism. Ironically, the conservative and antistatist AFL had carved a sphere of influence within the party soon to become the architect of progressive statecraft.

The defeat of 1908 also provided one last lesson for Democrats, one which Woodrow Wilson, who in 1912 succeeded Bryan as the party's reigning leader, learned well. When party leaders began courting American workers in the years after 1904, they had to choose whether they would appeal to workers...
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en masse, or, working through the leaders of organized labor, limit their program to American trade unionists. In the early days of that partnership, under Bryan's leadership, the party focused upon allying with the dominant organizational representative of the working class, the AFL. This linked the Democrats to the most cautious and conservative wing of the labor movement. Following the lead of the AFL, Democrats focused their campaign on relatively limited demands for injunction and antitrust reforms. In contrast, the Republican Party developed an effective campaign by focusing on economic prosperity, a theme of interest to all workers, and by assassinating the character of AFL leaders.

By 1916 the Democratic Party followed the lead of Republican strategists, reaching beyond the AFL leaders to connect with the desires and needs of the broader working class. Facing a difficult re-election campaign in 1916, President Wilson looked closely at strategies employed by Republicans eight years earlier. He continued to rely heavily on the alliance between his party and the AFL, but he knew Democrats could no longer allow union leaders to set the party's labor agenda. The AFL strongly supported Wilson in 1916, but Gompers eschewed the mass mobilization strategy of earlier years. Meanwhile the Democrats transcended the narrow political vision of the AFL, embracing positive governmental intervention in the form of laws like the Adamson Act, which gave the eight-hour day to railroad workers, and the Keating-Owen Act, and by assassinating the character of AFL leaders.

AFL leaders. The AFL continued to rely upon allying with the dominant organizational representative of the working class, the AFL. This linked the Democrats to the most cautious and conservative wing of the labor movement. Following the lead of the AFL, Democrats focused their campaign on relatively limited demands for injunction and antitrust reforms. In contrast, the Republican Party developed an effective campaign by focusing on economic prosperity, a theme of interest to all workers, and by assassinating the character of AFL leaders.

By 1916 the Democratic Party followed the lead of Republican strategists, reaching beyond the AFL leaders to connect with the desires and needs of the broader working class. Facing a difficult re-election campaign in 1916, President Wilson looked closely at strategies employed by Republicans eight years earlier. He continued to rely heavily on the alliance between his party and the AFL, but he knew Democrats could no longer allow union leaders to set the party's labor agenda. The AFL strongly supported Wilson in 1916, but Gompers eschewed the mass mobilization strategy of earlier years. Meanwhile the Democrats transcended the narrow political vision of the AFL, embracing positive governmental intervention in the form of laws like the Adamson Act, which gave the eight-hour day to railroad workers, and the Keating-Owen Act, which finally regulated child labor. In shaping this broader labor campaign Wilson listened not to Gompers for advice, but to independent reformers like labor lawyer Frank Walsh. While these events lie outside the scope of this paper, preliminary research suggests that Wilson's approach in 1916 recruited more working-class voters to the Democrats' campaign than had Bryan's earlier efforts.

Yet even as Woodrow Wilson modified his party's alliance with labor, thereby making it more effective, he built upon and learned from a strategy initiated by Bryan in the early years of the twentieth century. By the 1930s this strategy would help take Democrats to the pinnacle of political influence, reshaping and recasting American politics along the way.
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